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Abstract

Conditional Equational Programming is an elegant way to uniformly integrate important
features of functional and logic programming. Efficient methods for equation solving are
thus of great importance. In this paper, we formulate, and prove sound and complete, an
equation solving procedure based on transformation rules. This method achieves a top-down,
goal-directed strategy based on decomposition and restructuring, while preserving the advantages of both basic narrowing and normal narrowing. Another new feature, introduced
in this paper, is the extension of equation solving to theories with defined functions that
are associative and commutative, without using the costly AC.unification operation. This
method has been implemented within SUTRA, a theorem proving and equational programming environment based on rewrite techniques and completion.

1

Introduction and Motivation

Among the various approaches to integrating the features of logic and functional programming including [DL86, Red86, BL86, BBLM86], is one based on conditional equational theories
and rewrite methods [DP88]. This approach provides a clean and well-understood semantics,
with great expressive power. Methods for checking if programs possess useful properties like
determinism and termination and the ability to reason about programs are also possible
[DOS88, DOS87]. The trade-off for allowing such expressive power with elegant semantics is
that we need a more complicated evaluation strategy (than the SLD-resotution of Prolog) to
solve equations. To make this a practically viable programming paradigm, it is of essence that
efficient equation solving methods be developed. In this paper, we develop one with several new
features, and important advantages.
Firstly, the formulation of the procedure using transformation rules allows a clear separation of those parts of the procedure that are non-deterministic (leading to branching in
the search tree) from the deterministic steps and our implementation can exploit this by
first trying to do as much deterministic "simplification" as possible.
This procedure also has a strictly top-down strategy, which controls the branching of the
search tree better than methods based on narrowing.
We include eager rewriting, which keeps terms in the goal always in the simplest form,
and we achieve the advantages of basic narrowing that ignores paths leading to reducible
solutions.
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• Very important too, is the ability to d e n n y incorporate transformation rules for failure
of goals.
• Finally, we extend the method to handle completely defined functions (sumciently complete) that have the associative and commutative properties, without using AC-unification.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We conclude this section with a description
of the equational programming paradigm. In Section 2, we explain the basic notions of rewrite
systems and conditional rewriting. The equation solving procedure is formulated in Section 3,
and an illustrative example worked out. In Section 4, we prove the soundness and completeness
of the method. Section 5 extends the restructuring rule to include AC-theories, and we conclude
in Section 6 by comparing this with other approaches.
Computation in the equational programming paradigm consists of solving an equation (finding substitutions that make two terms equal) in the theory specified by the program which
is a set of (directed conditional) equations. Consider the following definition of addition and
multiplication over natural numbers:
1.
2.
3.
4.

s(~)+v

=

s(~+v)

O*x
s(x),v

=
=

0
v+(x*v)

The equations in the program specify an equiv~ence relation on the terms in the domain
(natural numbers). The only rule of inference to be used is "replacement of equals by equals".
Two terms tl and t2 are provably equal if and only if we can show a sequence of replacement
steps starting from tl to obtain t2. For example,
s(O) + (0 * s(O)) = s(O) + 0 = s(O + O) = s(O)
An equational query of the form u ~ s(s(0)) + (s(s(0)). s(0)) can be solved simply by evaluating the fight hand side using the equations in the program as rules from left to fight. This gives
the solution {u ~ s(s(s(s(0))))}. This type of goal corresponds to functional programming.
Inputs are fully instantiated and rewriting using program rules is the evaluation mechanism.
If queries of the form u* v ~ 8(8(0)) are used, then we need a mechanism for solving equations
that can generate the answers {u ~ s(0),v ~ s(s(0))} or {u ~ s(s(0)),v ~ s(0)}. This
corresponds to the logic programming ability of a Prolog-like language.

2

Rewrite

Systems

for E q u a t i o n a l

Theories

In this Section we briefly review the basic notions, terminology and results for equational theories
and rewrite systems. A survey of this area is [DJg0].
We work over a domain of terms constructed from a set F of function symbols and a set X
of variables. We normally use the letters a through h for function symbols; l, r, and p through
w for arbitrary terms; z, y, and z for variables. A ground term is one containing no variables
(for example 0 + 0). A substitution is a mapping from variables to terms. We use lower case
Greek letters for substitutions, and write them out as {zl ~-, s l , . . . , zm ~-' sin}. A composition
of two substitutions, denoted by juxtaposition, is just the composition of the two functions. We
say that a substitution a is at least as general as a substitution p if there exists a substitution
r such that e r = p.
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A term t matches a term s if t = s t r for some substitution a. We also say t h a t t is an instance
of s in this case. For example, x + y matches 0 + s(0) with the substitution {z ~-~ 0, y ~-* s(0)}.
A term s unifies with a term t if tcr = s~r for some substitution a . The most general unifier of
x + y and u + v is the substitution {x ~-* u, y ~-* v}. Were + also known to be associative and
commutative, a would be an AC-unifier o f x + y and u+v, if after applying the substitution a the
two terms are equivalent (not identical) up to associativity and commutativity. AC-unification
is a costly procedure. In general, we have a a finite complete set of unifiers, which could be very
large.
An equation is an unordered pair of terms, written in the form s = t. Either or b o t h of s
and t may contain variables, which are understood as being universally quantified. A rewrite
rule is an oriented equation between terms, written l --, r; a rewrite system is a finite set of
such rules. The last two examples in the previous section are rewrite systems. The main idea is
to orient the equations with the "bigger" term on the left-hand side. This notion of "ordering"
simplifies proofs and equation solving.
For a given system R, the rewrite relation --, replaces an instance l a of a left-hand side 1 by
the corresponding instance rcr of the right-hand side r. Unlike equations, replacements are not
allowed in the reverse direction. We write s -* t, if s rewrites to t in one step; s --+* t, if t is
derivable form s, i.e. if s rewrites to t in zero or more steps; s ~ t, if s and t j o i n , i.e. if s --** w
and t --** w for some term w. A term s is said to be irreducible, or in normal form, if there is
no term t such t h a t s ~ t. We write s --*" t, if s -** t and t is the normal form of s.
A rewrite relation is terminatin 9 if there is no infinite chain of rewrites: tl --* t2 '--* ... -*
tk --* .... A rewrite relation is (ground) confluent if whenever two (ground) terms, s and t, are
derivable from a term u, then a term v is derivable from both s and t. T h a t is, if u --+* s and
u --+* t, then s --** v and t --** v for some term v. A rewrite system that is both (ground)
confluent and terminating is said to be (ground) convergent. Convergent rewrite systems are
very interesting for the following reason. If R is a convergent rewrite system, and then s = t is
a valid identity in R (when rules in R are taken as equations), iff s & t in R.
2.1

Using Rewrite

Systems

for Equation

Solving

Convergent rewrite systems are also very useful for equation solving. For an equational goal like
s(0) + • ~ s(s(0)) the only solution of interest is the one with {x ~-~ s(0)}. Solutions of the form
{z ~ 0 + s(0)}, although valid when working with equational theories, are not in simplest or
irreducible form if we treat the program for addition as a convergent rewrite system.
Thus, rewrite systems allow a compact representation of a complete set of solutions to a
goal. We will be interested only in irreducible solutions. A solution is irreducible if each of the
terms substituted for the variables in the equation are irreducible. Also, as we show in Section
3, rewrite systems allow us to work with directed goals, which allow more pruning of fruitless
search paths.
Rewrite systems have been used to solve equations using narrowing (denoted -,~). Narrowing
uses unification instead of matching to apply rules. For example, the term z + y cannot be
rewritten by the rule 0 + z --* z. But, by first applying the substitution {z ~-~ 0} (obtained by
unification) we have x + y ~,* y. Note t h a t if + were AC, we would have to use AC-unification
(which produces many most general unifiers) to do AC-narrowing . See Section 6 for more
details.
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2.2

Conditional

Rewrite

Systems

Conditional rules are very i m p o r t a n t in equational programming. The following rule:
x > 0 = t r u e : f a c t o r i a l ( z ) _. x * f a c t o r i a l ( x - 1)

has one premise in the condition. We can replace the left-hand side f a c t ( x ) by the right hand
side only for those substitutions for which the condition "holds". See [DOS88] for different
versions of the operational mechanism for checking if the condition holds. The simplest is to use
rewriting itself to check that the terms in the condition have the same normal form.
If we allow a r b i t r a r y equations as conditions, it is undecidable if a conditional rule can be
applied to a term. By restricting the terms in the condition to be "smaller" (in some well-founded
ordering) we obtain a class of decreasing systems for which we have methods for checking nice
properties like confluence [DOS87]. W i t h o u t loss of generality, we also assume in the rest of
the paper that conditional rules are expressed as c : l --* r, where c is an equationally defined
predicate. T h a t is, to apply the rule we have to first prove that the corresponding instance of c
rewrites to true.
D e f i n i t i o n 2.1 A conditional rewrite system is decreasing, i f there is a well-founded ordering
~- on terms, such that for each rule c : l _. r, and any substitution a, la ~- r a and la ~- ca.
Most useful functions (like f a c t o r i a l and i n s e r t ) can be defined using decreasing rules. W i t h o u t
this restriction on decreasingness, narrowing is not complete for solving equations in conditional
theories.

3

Transformation Rules for Equation Solving

The main idea in solving equations using decreasing rewrite systems is that if a is a solution
to s - t, then there must be a common normal form w such t h a t s a
7

w and ta

_.~?

w. An

equational goal s ~ t can therefore be converted to two directed goals s
x and t _.7 z, where
x is a variable not in t or s.
Assuming confluence, we can look only for solutions s i g m a t h a t correspond to an innermost
rewriting strategy in the derivations s a _..t. w (or t a --+! w). Let s = f ( s l .... ,s~) with f as the
outermost operator. First the subterms sl are normalized. Then, there are two possibilities.
1. No rule can be applied at the outermost operator f of s (in this case the root operator of
w must also be f ) . This is simulated by a decomposition transformation rule.
2. There is some rule of the form c : f ( l l , ...,ln) _. r in the program and this can be applied.
This can be simulated by a r e s t r u c t u r i n g transformation rule.
These two rules form the core of the equation solver which we define below in terms of
Transformation Rules. This approach is very similar to the one in [GS90] who also formulate
a top-down general E - u n i f i c a t i o n procedure using transformation rules. In Section 6, we
explain how our approach, exploits the fact that we address a much more specific problem (only
theories defined by ground convergent rewrite systems), to achieve in addition to a top-down,
lazy strategy, also the advantages of basic narrowing, eager rewriting, and more pruning of
fruitless paths.
At any stage we have a list o f directed goals G, and a partial answer #, denoted (G ;ju~ .
Transformation rules can be used to change the current set of goals into a new set of goals in a
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sound manner, i.e. a solution to the new set of goals will also be a solution to the original set.
Application of a transformation rule stands for the replacement of the pattern which matches
one side of the transformation rule by the pattern on the other side, provided some conditions
hold. A chain of such replacements (using one transformation rule at every stage) is considered
successful if the process stops after reducing the set of goals to ¢. The partial answer at this
stage (if it is a ground substitution with respect to all the variables in the original set of goals)
represents one solution to the initial equational goal(s). If the substitution produced by the
procedure is not ground, (as may happen when we start with a simple goal like f(x) --~?f(y))
only those ground instances of this substitution that leave the right hand sides of the initial
goals (f(y) in this case) as a normal form, are considered solutions. A non-ground answer is
thus, a way of finitely representing an infinite set of ground solutions.
There are basically three types of transformation rules. Failure Rules that, if applicable,
prune the search at that point. Deterministic Rules any of which, if applicable, can be used
without trying any other rule. Non-Deterministic Rules all applicable ones must be tried to
guarantee completeness.
3.1

Transformation Rules
l~ules are given with a rule number, a condition under which the rule applies (optional),
and two patterns for the body of the rule. Further, for non-deterministic rules additional
conditions must hold before a transformation rule can be applied. Such constraints are
also present in the table.
Rule 6 achieves normal narrowing (also called eager rewriting). Goal terms are always
kept in simplified form.
Rules 9, 10, 11 and 13 are used for decomposition. These rules are mutually exclusive, and
at most one of them can apply at any time. We do this to distinguish the various patterns
possible on the right-hand side of the directed goal. This will ensure, without the explicit
marking of basic narrowing, that restructurings do not happen inside what is substituted
for goal variables, thus ignoring paths that lead to non-normalized solutions.
Rule 12 is' used for restructuring (using one of the rules in the system to change a term).
Rules 3 and 7, together achieve the effect of eager variable binding that allows us to achieve
basic narrowing.
Partial answers are always kept in a composed form. This means that whenever a variable in the substitution is bound to another variable, the latter must be unbound in the
substitution. Thus, in rule 10 the variable y must be unbound in a, so we can put a new
binding for it.
The operator reachahility check used to prune search in rules 2 and 4 can he done easily
by a simple pre-processing on the set of rules [DS88].
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The following table shows the transformation rules in our procedure.

U

I1

Failure Rules . . . .
(1)

z occurs in t.

(2)

9 is unreachable from f.

{{x --,? t} U G; ~)

=~

FAIL

({f(sl,...,s,)--+?
g(tl,...,f,n)}VG;o
")

=~

FAIL

=~

FAIL

=~

FAIL

~

(G; ~)
({~-+?OuG;~)

(3) a(tl)does not unify with u(t).
({z -+? t} U G; ¢rU {z ~ tl})
(4) 9 is unreachable from f.

{{f(sl,'..,sn)-'~? z}UG;o'U {zv'*g(f~,...,tm)})
Deterministic
(~)

Rules
.........
({,-+" ,} u G; ~)

(0)

s~-~+~

(7)

z is free in a & z does not occur in t.

({,-~:t}uG;~)

Non-Deterministic'"'

(9)
(10)

zx,'.-,zn

({sl ~ t l , . . . , s ~ ? t , }

f(tt,...,tn)})

::*" (¢; ~o,,)

OG;u O {x ~ f(tl,...,tn)})

are new variables.

if

({f(,~,..., ~.)--,? ~} u G; ~,u {~ ~ y})
=~ (¢; *~n,)
({81 --+:xl,...,s~--+"x~} 0 O;u o {x,V ~/(xl,. -.,xn)})

if

({/(,~,...,s,) --: f(t~,..., t,)} u G; ~)
({sl'*"tl,'",sn-J'tn}OG;a) ~ (¢;~,n,)

(10
(12)

Rules

({f(sl,.:.,sn)-+rz}OG;o'U{zv-,
if

~

e : f(il,'",

In) ---,'r

(*;*on°)

is a rule in R.

({f(sl,''',sn) "-'~?t} U G; o')
if

03)

x is free in a & z l , - . . , z n are new variables.
( { f ( s l , • • . , s n ) - * ? x} U G; o")

if
3.2

=~

({sl -*? 11, • •., s, - d l,, r - . ? t, c 4 ? true} U G; ~) ~ ($; ~,n,)

/{sl-Jzl,...,sn--:z~}oG;~o

:0

(~; ¢,n,)

{z ~ / ( z ~ , . . . , z n ) } ) ~ ($;e~n,)

Example

Consider the program for addition and multiplication given in Section 1. We also assume that
the rules-- z + 0 ~ x, and z * 0 --, 0 - - which are actually (prowble) inductive consequences of
the program, are available for the deterministic eager rewriting rule (they need not be used for •
restructuring).
The derivation tree for node

({x • v L 8(8(0))}; ~}
is shown below. At each step, one of the transformation rules is applied, and the new set of
goals thus formed axe shown thereafter, Each line of which gives one possible answer when a
rule is applied. The number of the applied rule is given in the second column. The last column
has a number which is used to reference each set later.
Step 1
To begin with there axe two braaxches (by restructuring) from ({x • v--.: s(s(0))}; ,s)

({x ~-~ 0, y '~

•,,0 '-~ s(s(0))}; ~)

(3)

({z'=* s(xa), y-:* ya,y3 + x3 * y3 -~ s(s(0))}; ~b) (4)

(1.1)
(1.2a)
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The first equation is unsatisfiable, because it attempts to solve 0 -*? s(s(O)).
Step 2
At this stage we can apply a deterministic rule to bind the variables.
((x--,' , ( ~ ) , ~--.: w , w + ~ * v~ -.: ,(40))}; ~)
({y3 + ~ * y~ 2, ,(,(0))}; {x ~ ~(x~),v ~ w } )

(-)

(1.2)

Step 3
Only one equation remains in the list, and this can derive two new sets by restructuring with
available rules.
({v3 + z~ • y3 - , : s0(0))}; 1~ ~ s ( ~ ) , v ~ y~})
({y3 2. 0, ~ • y~ 2, x,, z, 2, s(s(0))}; ix ~ s(~3), v ~ w } )

(1)

(1.2.1)

({Ys 2, s(xr),z3 * ys 2, Yr,s(xr + y,) 2, s(s(0))}; {x *-~ s(xa), y *-* ya})

(2)

(1.2.2)

The set of equations in (1.2.1) can be restructured by the first rule, and then deterministic rules
can be used on the result to bind variables to get the following.
Step 4
({u3 -~: 0 , ~ • w --*: ~,,~, -~: 440))}; {~ " s(~), v ,-, v~})

({~:a * Ys 2, x~.}; Ix ~ s(xs),y ~ O, y3 ~'* O, za ~'* s(s(O))})

(--)

(1.2.1.1)

This branch fails, because at this stage the deterministic rule for Eager rewriting can be used
with rule (6). This illustrates the reason for induding the inductive rules in the first place.
Step 5
The equations in (1.2.2) gives one solution after a few more applications of transformation rules.
The final bindings at this stage are {x ~-~ s(s(0)), y *-* s(0), y3 ~-~ s(0), x3 ~-* s(0),...}. Thus the
first solution is {x ~ s(s(O)), y ~, s(0)}.
The other branches can be explored to show that all the branches are dosed (i.e. the procedure
will stop after enumerating all the valid solutions).
4

Proof

of

Correctness

In the following discussion we will assume that G = {s 1 -->? t l , . . . , Sn -'47 tn} is a set of d i r e c t e d
goals. To facilitate the proofs we first introduce some notation.
D e f i n i t i o n 4.1 If v is a substitution and G is a set o f goals, than we define a n o d e as the pair

(a ;7-).
D e f i n i t i o n 4.2 A ground substitution a is a s o l u t i o n to a node N = (G ; 7") iff
• a extends r, i.e. a = 7" o 7 (7 is a substitution), and
• for all goals sl __.7 ti in G, tla is the normal form of s i a .
D e f i n i t i o n 4.3 A n application of a transformation rule is s o l u t i o n p r e s e r v i n g iff whenever
(G1 ; a l ) =~ (G2 ;as) by this application and 0 is a solution to (G1 ;al), then 0 is also a
solution to (G2 ;as).
D e f i n i t i o n 4.4 The ordering (~-o) on nodes with respect to a substitution 0 is defined as

follows.

N1 = (G1 ; rl) ~-o N2 = (G2 ;r2) (where G1 = {sl --*?t l , . . . , s . ~ ? t.} and

um -'¢*??)m}) iff {810,... , snO} ~'mul { U l 0 , ' * ' , urn0} in the multiset extension of ~- used to show that R is decreasing.

G2 -- {Ul "--~?V l , ' " ,
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4.1

Soundness

Definition 4.5 A transformation rule is s o u n d if its application does not introduce any new
solutions, i.e. if the node Ni = (Gi ; ai) =~ (Gi+l ; ai+l) = Ni+l and 0 (irreducible) is a
solution to Ni+l then O must also be a solution to the node Ni.

Theorem 4.6 All rules in the equation solving procedure are sound.
Proof. For example, consider rule 6 (eager rewriting). Let G1 = {s--+? t} U G and G2 =
{~--fl t} U G. Let 0 be a solution to the node N2 = (G2 ;a). Then 0 must also be a solution
for the node N1 = (G1 ;a}, since s0 --* ~0--*! tO
We can similarly exhibit the soundness criterion for each of the other deterministic and nondeterministic rules. All failure rules are trivially sound since they do not produce any solution.
ra

4.2

Completeness

L e m m a 4.7 A n y application of a deterministic rule is solution preserving.
P r o o f . Simple examination of each rule shows that no solution can be lost by doing any of the
deterministic transformations. Q

Theorem 4.8 If R is a decreasing convergent rewrite system, and N = (G ; r) is a node with
solution 0 then there is a derivation sequence

such that p < 0 (i.e. # is at least as general as 0).
P r o o f . The proof proceeds by picking any one sub-goal si --*?ti and showing that some solution
preserving transformation rule must apply to this subgoal. ~-hrther, the application of such a
solution preserving transformation rule reduces the node in a well-founded ordering. Finally the
answer substitution obtained by this derivation is at least as general as the solution 0 mentioned
above. There are thus the following parts to the proof :
R e d u c t i o n There is a well-founded ordering (~-0) on nodes (with respect to a substitution 0)
such that some solution preserving transformation rule is applicable at every step of the
derivation, and this application reduces the node in the ordering ~-0, i.e. if Ni ~" Ni+l
then Ni >-o Ni+l.

Generality The answer substitution p obtained in this derivation sequence is at least as general
as the substitution O.
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Reduction
The proof is based on an analysis of the structure of sl.

Variable si In this case the selected sub-goal is of the form {z -*? t} and either one of deterministic rules 7 or 8 must apply. The former case is applicable when the variable is
unbound in the substitution, while the latter case applies if there is already a binding for
it. By Lemma 4.7 this application is solution preserving.
N o n - V a r si Here the selected sub-goal is of the form f ( u l , . . . , un) --+?t. The important point
to note here is that tiO is the normal form of siO, i.e. siO --*: tiO. In the innermost
derivation of rio from siO there are two possibilities.
1. No rule is applied at the top level of siO.
2. Some rule of the form c : f(ll,...,In)
subterms are normalized.

--* r can be applied at the top level after all

If we consider the first option then there are further possibilities depending on the structure
of ti.
• The term ti is a of the form f ( t l , . . . , t , ) ,

in which case rule 11 will apply,

• ti is a variable unbound in a, in which case rule 13 will apply,
• tl is a variable which is bound to a term of the form f(tl .... ,tn) in a. In this case
rule 9 will apply, and finally
• The term ti is bound to another variable in the substitution a. In this case rule 10
will apply.
So, in any case some transformation is possible, and each transformation is solution preserving.
a rule applies to the top level of siO) then it must be possible to
use rule 12) the term si using the rule c : f ( l l , . . . , l n ) - - * r. Aprule is solution preserving, because if we assume that 0 is a solubefore applying this transformation rule, then we can get a proof of
u10--*: 110,..., unO --+! InO, tO--*! tO, c0--*! true, where liO and tO are in normal form (since
we are considering the innermost derivation).

In case 2, (i.e.
restructure (i.e.
plication of this
tion to the node

This exhausts all the possibilities, and shows that some solution preserving rule will apply to
the node. Now we show that this application decreases the node in the ordering ~-0.
First of all, if a deterministic rule is applied then the new node reduces in the goal ordering
~-0. The same is true for any of the decomposition rules since a set of terms {slO,...,s=O}
each of which is smaller than f ( s l , . . . , sn)O replaces the latter term in the multiset used by
~-0 for comparing nodes. Finally the solution preserving application of rule 12 also reduces
the new node in the ordering. This is because here we replace f ( s l , . . . , s , ) O by the collection
{s10,... ,snO, rO, c0}, and each of them is smaller than the former (tO is smaller because R is
convergent, and c0 is smaller because R is decreasing). Therefore we see that any application of
a solution preserving transformation rule results in a new node which is smaller in the ordering
~'0.
Thus, if we start with the node (G ; r ) , for which 8 is a solution, there is some finite solution
preserving derivation that transforms the initial set of goals to ~b. Let the substitution obtained
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at the final step be called p. We now show that in one such derivation, p is at least as general
as8.
Generality
This proof is by induction on the number of (=~) steps in the derivation chain /G ;r}

=~

(G~ ;,,~) ~ (¢ ;~).
Base Case

Consider a derivation sequence of length 1, i.e. (G ; r ) =~ {¢ ;p}. In this case any of the deterministic or nondeterministic rules may apply, except for rule 12 (the restructure rule produces
at least one new subgoal, and therefore can not be the only step in a one step derivation). This
rule however does not add any bindings, and is therefore trivially valid for this proposition.
Out of the other rules substitutions can be introduced by rules 7, 8, 10 and 13, and each of these
applications produce a p which is at least as general as 0. Thus the proposition holds for the
base case.
Inductive Step
Let us assume that the proposition holds for all derivation sequences of length < n.
Consider a derivation of length n i.e. (GI ;al} =~ (G2 ;a2} :=~ " ' " =~ {Gn+l ; a n + l } , where
al = r, Gn = ¢ & an+1 = p. The following claims are true about this derivation sequence :
• Each step of the derivation is solution preserving by R e d u c t i o n .
• Since 8 is a solution to the node (G1 ;al} it must also be a solution to the node (G2 ;a2}
(by virtue of the solution preserving nature of the first step in the derivation chain).
• Consider the derivation sequence {G2 ;a2) =~ ... =~ (Gn+l ;an+l) which is of length
n - 1. By induction hypothesis we have p _< 0 (since 0 is a solution to {G2 ; a2)).
This completes the proof for the theorem. D

5

A s s o c i a t i v e and C o m m u t a t i v e F u n c t i o n s

In this section we extend the top-down equation solving procedure to A C theories when the
AC-function definitions are sufficiently complete.
5.1

Background

Many functions that are of interest (like • and +) also have the properties of associativity and
commutativity (AC for short) expressed by the equations[ix+y)+z
.................. x + y

=
=

x+(y+z)]
y+x

The second equation cannot be oriented as a rewrite rule in either direction without losing
termination. A solution for handling such AC-operators has been to not explicitly orient the
above equations, but redefine the rewriting relation itself to be modulo AC (-"AC) and use this
instead.
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Definition 5.1 u[t] -'*at u[sl] if 1 ~ r is any rule in R, t =a¢ . . . .
arguments of AC-operators) and s -* sl using I --* r.

aC s (re-arranging

.A key idea that figures in many approaches to AC-rewriting is to treat AC-operators not
as strictly binary functions (arity = 2) but to let them be variadic and use flattening (of ACoperators) to convert terms like (a * b) * c to * (a, b, c). In this section we will assume that all
terms with top level AC operators are in flattened form. We could then use AC-matching for
rewriting, and AC-unification for narrowing and equation solving.
Here we show that provided we make the two assumptions below, the top-down approach can
be extended to work in AC-theories without using AC-unification.
1. All AC function definitions are sufficiently complete. That is, a ground term with a top
level AC-operator cannot be a normal form.
2. We are interested only in completeness of the method with respect to ground solutions.
Both these are very reasonable assumptions in a programming language (as opposed to theorem
proving) environment. For example, consider functions like +, ,, and gcd over integers.
5.2

AC Transformation

Rules

In order to come up with a sound and complete set of transformations, we have to formulate rules
for the case when an AC-operator occurs at the top level of a term. An important observation
to be made is the fact that we can not have a satisfiable subgSal of the form s--*? f ( t l , . . . , tra)
where f is an AC-operator. This is because no ground normal form can have an AC-operator
at the top. This also means that if a set of goals is satisfiable and it has a subgoal {s ~ ? t} such
that s = f ( s l , . . . , sn), where f is AC, it must be possible to restructure this goal.
Using one additional transformation rule ( A C - r e s t r u c t u r i n g ) we handle this situation.
Definition 5.2 An A C - R u l e is one in which the top level operator on the left hand side is an
AC-function symbol. Any other rule is n o n - A C .
A 2-argument AC-rule is one whose left-hand side is of the form f(ll,12) where f is AC, and
has exactly two arguments neither of which has f as top-level operator.
Definition 5.3 A n A C - T e r m / s one in which the top level operator is an AC-funetion symbol.

II

AC Kestructure.

H(12a,

c:f(ll,12)---,r is a 2-arg AC rule in R.

.........

(fis AC)

(Lf(~h..., ~,) ~? t) u C;;~,)

if

II
~

(¢,; ~,.,,,)

II

({s1~?li,,f(s2,...,s,O-~:li,,r~?Lc-*?true}UO;~) =~ (4';o'an,)

Here jl,J2 is a permutation of 1,2, and i f n = 2 then the second subgoal in the condition is just
82 --*? lj2.
5.3

Completeness Results for AC Theories

T h e o r e m 5.4 Let R be a convergent system of rewrite rules in which all the AC-function sym.
bols are completely defined. Consider a ground AC-term whose arguments are in normal form.
A two argument AC-rule must apply to this term.
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Proof. The proof of this theorem relies on the fact that in R all the AC-function symbols are
completely defined. Thus if we consider a ground AC-term f ( S l , . . . , sn), then each subterm of
this of the form f ( s i , sj) must be reducible. Thus a two argument AC-rule must apply. D
Definition 5.5 Let >r be the ordering on terms used to show that R is decreasing. We define
the well-founded ordering (>n) on terms such that s >,~ t i f f s >r t or t is a subterm of s.
5.6 For R as defined above, any ground AC-term can be normalized using only the
two argument AC-rules and the non-AC rules.

Theorem

P r o o f . Consider a ground AC term t of the form f ( s l , . . . , sn). Since t >n si for all si (subterm
property), we can normalize each of the subterms using only two argument AC-rules and the nonAC rules by induction hypothesis. Let di denote the normal form of sl. Thus, after normalization
of all the terms si we get the ground AC term f(dl . . . . , tin) (~. By Theorem 5.4 a two argument
AC rule must apply to this term, and the new term (say t') after application of the rule is lower
in the ordering >n. Therefore, by induction hypothesis, the theorem is proved. D
5.7 If R is as defined above then in the system Il = R - { A C rules with more than
two arguments } all ground terms have the same normal form as in R.

Theorem

Proof. /~ contains all the two argument AC rules and non AC rules of R. By Theorem 5.6 these
rules are sufficient to normalize all ground terms. Further since R has the unique normal form
property (convergent) it must be the case that this normal form is the same as the one derived

byR.
This completes the proof of the theorem. D
C o r o l l a r y 5.8 For R and [l defined as above, R is ground convergent.
T h e o r e m 5.9 For R and tl defined above, it is sufficient to consider restructuring with the
rules in R alone for a complete set of ground solutions to an equational goal modulo R.
P r o o f . Consider any term t and a ground substitution a. The term to" must be a ground term.
Let t~r denote its normal form modulo R. By Theorem 5.7 it is also the normal form of t modulo
_~. Now, since the top-down equation solving procedure is complete and/~ is ground convergent
it follows that the procedure will enumerate a substitution p which is at least as general as a
when restructuring is limited to the set of rules in/~. D
T h e o r e m 5.10 If 0 is a solution to the node (G; r) and s ~ ? t is a subgoaI of G where s =

(/is AC), then
• The A C restructure rule must apply to this subgoal,
• this application is solution preserving, and
• the application reduces the node in the ordering ~'o.
Proof. Similar to the case of non-ac operators, o
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T h e o r e m 5.11 The equation solving procedure does not require AC-unification.
Proof. The only transformation rule in which unification is used is rule 8 where a variable
already bound in the partial solution appears on the left side of the selected equational goal.
Whenever a variable is bound to a term containing an AC-operator, any ground instance of the
substitution must be reducible (since all AC-operators are sufficiently complete). In such cases
therefore, we need not attempt the unification needed by rule 8 and prune the search at this
point. Thus, when these two terms are unified we do not need AC unification.

6

Advantages and Comparison with Previous Work

Early approaches to equation solving were based on narrowing (defined in Section 2.2) [Fay79,
HUl80]. To solve an equational goal s ~ t one could either directly unify the two terms (if
possible) or replace (non-deterministically) either s or t by a term that it narrows to.
Simple restrictions on narrowing, like an outermost (top-down) narrowing strategy, are incomplete. Variations on narrowing include: normal narrowing [Fay79] (in which terms are
normalized via eager rewriting before narrowing) and basic narrowing [Hul80]. Basic narrowing
is a way to eliminate some search paths that lead to reducible solutions. A combination of basic
narrowing and eager rewriting has been studied in [NITS89].
The main drawback of narrowing based methods is that they provide very little control on
which subterm to choose for narrowing and in effect, almost aJ1 choices have to be tried. This
therefore results in branching factors which are much larger than those using a top-down lazy
approach which confines the search to simulating an innermost rewrite strategy. Also, it makes
it difficult to identify unsatisfiable goals based on top-level operators since some inner subterm
may be narrowable. See [Siv89] for illustrative examples.
A top-down approach to equation solving was developed in [MR.M89]. They introduced the
idea of decomposition the addition of which makes top-down or outermost narrowing complete.
They do not use directed.goals and so allow restructuring even in positions from left-hand
sides of rules. This will cause non-normalized solutions and infinite failing paths. Section 10
of [GSg0] discusses how eager variable binding, that allows the effect of basic narrowing, is not
straightforward to show complete in that setting.
In [GS90] a more general problem of E-unification in arbitrary equational theories has been
addressed, and, as a special case, the one for ground convergent theories has been discussed.
The formulation of the problem is quite similar to the approach taken in our paper, and the
transformation rules used by them is very similar to the ones used here. For example rule 5 is
the same as the Trivial rule, 7 being similar to Variable Elimination except that we do not apply
the substitutions to goals. Rules 11, 12 and 13 in our system are respectively the counterparts of
Term Decomposition, Root Rewriting and Root Imitation, except that in 13 we do not have the
case when both sides of the equation can be variables. Since we are dealing with only convergent
systems, we also have a rule (6) for eager rewriting. Further we have three additional rules (8,
9 and 10) because we do not apply substitutions to goal terms. (Lazy Paramodulation is used
in a way very similar to rule 12 of ours, because of the result developed by way of Lemma 6.6
in their approach).
An important difference between the two approaches is the fact that [GS90] is addressing a
more general problem, and so has to use the equations and rules symmetrically. This together
with the fact that they are applying substitutions to the goals (transformation rule Variable
Elimination) causes their method to restructure in non-basic positions even when the restricted
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version of the problem is being solved (e.g. since rules are used symmetrically, left hand sides
from them may be restructured). Our method overcomes this problem by using directedgoals
and keeping substitutions and goals separately.
Thus in our approach we combine the resultsobtained in [GS90] and [NRS89] in one unified
framework. It is strictly top-down and needs to look only at the outermost operator in goal
terms, making it easy to compute in advance what sequence restructuring is likely to happen.
The use of directed-goalsallows the inclusion of more failingrules. Branching factor can also be
reduced by using eaoer-rewritin9. Finally we simulate basic narrowing without having to store
explicit markings. In addition, we have also extended the method to a class of AC-theories.
W h e n AC-functions axe completely defined, we do not need AC-unification and can always
restructure only with 2-argument AC-rules.
W e have developed an implementation of this method, which can be used as an interpreter
for conditionalequational programming. This has been integrated into SUTRA (a common Lisp
version of RRL - Rewrite Rule Laboratory). The search for solutions has been implemented in
the form of Iterative Depth First Search, searching the tree only upto a fixed depth at every
iteration. Subgoals axe picked on the basis of d e p t h and size, since a simple strategy like left
most first may produce unnecessary infinite failing branches. Substitutions axe composed, but
are not applied to the goal terms, resulting in the simulation of basic narrowing since we
consider only the non-wriable positions in the original goal and the fight hand sides of rules for
restructuring. Applications of deterministle rules is done in a way to keep the list of goals
"minimal", e.g. forced decomposition of constructor terms, and pruning due to teachability.
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